Wordscapes level 4034 answers
Wordscapes level 4034 in the Wind Group and Air Pack contains 17 words
and the letters ACHNOVY making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 33 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 46,989 words and 194,604 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
CAN, CON, HAY, VAN, COY, YON, CAY, OVA, VAC, NAVY, NOVA, ACHY, AHOY, CYAN, HAVOC,
NACHO, ANCHOVY.
The extra or bonus words are:
NACH, NAV, HAN, CHON, CYANO, ONYCHA, CANY, OCA, ONY, HOYA, ANY, NOY, AVO, NAY,
HOC, CAVY, CHAO, CONY, NAH, NOAH, CHAV, HON, YAH, HOA, ANCHO, ACH, HOY,
CHAY, NYAH, OCH, NOH, HAO, CHA.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 4034
CAN - To know how to; to be able to.
CON - To study, especially in order to gain knowledge of.
HAY - Grass cut and dried for use as animal fodder.
VAN - A (covered) vehicle used for carrying goods or people, usually roughly cuboid i
n shape, longer and higher than a car but smaller than a truck.
COY - Bashful, shy, retiring.
YON - Distant, but within sight.
CAY - A small, low island largely made of sand or coral.
OVA - Plural form of ovum.
VAC - A vacation.
NAVY - A country's entire sea force, including ships and personnel.
NOVA - Any sudden brightening of a previously inconspicuous star.
ACHY - Suffering from aches, sore.
AHOY - Used to hail a ship, a boat or a person, or to attract attention.
CYAN - A colour between blue and green in the visible spectrum; the complementary col
our of red; the colour obtained by subtracting red from white light.
HAVOC - Devastation, destruction.
NACHO - A single tortilla chip from a dish of nachos.
ANCHOVY - Any small saltwater fish of the Engraulidae family, consisting of 160 speci
es in 16 genera, of which the genus Engraulis is widely sold as food.

